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 Effector can be used as an API to provide effects to plugins, and to an AR player. The shader code for the effect can be written
in GLSL, or in HLSL. Node-based audio for Effects ---------------------------- Effector is not an audio synthesizer. It provides a
variety of effects to be used as modifiers on audio. An audio effect (parm knobs) can be parameterized using the [Node-based
audio]{} node. The library has the following features to support audio effects: 1. \* Combining effects, where the audio can be

modified several times. 2. \* \* Parameterization of effects using global parameters, if available. 3. \* \* Triggering audio
effects by key presses. 4. \* Audio processing based on key strokes, not on keypresses. Key-based audio for AR

---------------------- Each AR player such as OpenSim, Unity, Tango, or MotionBuilder has an audio engine. Some of the key
features of these audio engines include: 1. \* Stereo, mono, or mono for 3D audio. 2. \* \* Audio channels for stereo. 3. \*
OpenAL, AVAudioEngine, or other APIs for audio. 4. \* \* 4 or 5.1 audio channels, or 6 or 7.1 channels (depending on the

architecture of the platform). 5. \* \* Simulated room-scale audio for mobile devices. 6. \* \* Audio effects 7. \* \*
Parameterization of effects using global parameters, if available. 8. \* \* Triggering audio effects by key presses. 9. \* \* Audio

processing based on key strokes, not on keypresses. The library has the following features to support audio features: 1. \* \*
Parameterization of audio effects using global parameters, if available. 2. \* \* Triggering audio effects by key presses. 3. \* \*
Audio processing based on key strokes, not on keypresses. The library provides global parameters for: - \* Config 82157476af
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